Ten receive Wilson awards

Woodrow Wilson Fellowships have been extended to ten MIT students, while eleven more received honorable mention from the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.

The new Fellows are Michael H. Bleicher (XXII), Norman J. Filipakos (XVII), Donald G. Harris (XXII), Louis H. Kaufman (XVII), Peter E. Lobban (XVII), Joseph A. Maciayeski (XVII), Gerald C. Wolfing (XVII), David A. Wynn (XIV), and Robert S. Zirkler (XVII).

The recipients of honorable mention at MIT are Joseph D. Becker (XVII), Roger F. Bobiner (XIV), Kenneth L. Caneva (XIX), David S. Carrier (XXII), David G. Greenerman (VI), Stanley A. Hermon (XVIII), Stephen J. McDann (XVII), David P. Meric (XII), Dennis W. Shirley (XVIII), Daniel P. Smith (XVII), and Alfred C. Stone (XVII).

The Feldey in each of the United States and Canada. The winners represent 31 fields of study, with English and History being the largest.

The new Fellows are:

Michael H. Bleicher (XXII),
Norman J. Filipakos (XVII),
Donald G. Harris (XXII),
Louis H. Kaufman (XVII),
Peter E. Lobban (XVII),
Joseph A. Maciayeski (XVII),
Gerald C. Wolfing (XVII),
David A. Wynn (XIV),
and Robert S. Zirkler (XVII).

Their names have already been accepted to graduate degrees and other fellowship granting agencies. Many will receive alternate awards, according to Mr. H. Taylor, President of the Foundation.

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship holders are Joseph D. Becker (XVII), Roger F. Bobiner (XIV), Kenneth L. Caneva (XIX), David S. Carrier (XXII), David G. Greenerman (VI), Stanley A. Hermon (XVIII), Stephen J. McDann (XVII), David P. Meric (XII), Dennis W. Shirley (XVIII), Daniel P. Smith (XVII), and Alfred C. Stone (XVII).

The recipients of honorable mention at MIT are Joseph D. Becker (XVII), Roger F. Bobiner (XIV), Kenneth L. Caneva (XIX), David S. Carrier (XXII), David G. Greenerman (VI), Stanley A. Hermon (XVIII), Stephen J. McDann (XVII), David P. Meric (XII), Dennis W. Shirley (XVIII), Daniel P. Smith (XVII), and Alfred C. Stone (XVII).

While last year's drive set a peace-time record for Massachusetts with 1300 bloods, it is essential that as many people as possible contribute in order to maintain an adequate supply of blood.

Professor Theo J. Thompson of the Department of Nuclear Engineering is serving as Faculty Chairman, and will work with Ernest W. Aschenberg '70, TA Chairman, and Robert G. Gann '71, APO Chairman.

Appointments begin at 9:45 each morning and end every 15 minutes. The last of each day begins at 3:45 sharp.

In the Secretariat race, Garmon defeat three other candidates for the post.
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Changeover meeting

Inconsm committee chairman elected

Elective of three subcommittees highlights the Inconsm changeover meeting Wednesday evening in the Inconsm meeting room.

Dave Sanders '67 of Phi Gamma Delta, was elected Finance Board Chairman; Gary Garmon '71, also of Phi Gamma Delta, was chosen Secretariat head; and East Campus's Pavo Rytkonen '71 was selected as head of the Student Center Committee.

This weekend both the incoming and outgoing members of the Institute Committee will meet for a two-day conference at the Esther Inn, Exeter, New Hampshire.

A bus will depart at 8:30 a.m. Saturday from the front of the Student Center to carry Inconsm members, a few faculty members, including Dean of Student Affairs Romaine. W. Washme, and a representative from the Tech to the conference.

Saturday afternoon's program calls for a dissertation on Inconsm committees and living group governments, followed by (Please turn to page 3)

Photos by John Torode

Members of the retiring 1965-66 Institute Committee pictured at their final meeting Wednesday night include (left to right): Joel Talley '66, [arm's folded], John Adger '66, Bill Bryn '68, Rusty Epps '66, Tom Jones '66, and Gane Sherman '65.
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Polls 7356 votes

Wiesner elected to School Board

Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, Dean of The School of Science, brought in an easy victory in this week's election for seats on the Waterhouse School Board.

Two of the four candidates were elected, the other winner being Attorney James Dailey. Dr. Wiesner had the highest vote total with 7398, followed by Oates with 4857.

The other candidates were Ed- ward Dwyer, a retail store execu- tive, with 4906 votes, and Ar- mand Yazian, a real estate broker, with 3008 votes.

Wiesner's term of office will last three years beginning Tues- day, March 17, and will be his first term of office. Oates will be entering his fourth term. Both are Democrats, and along with 11 other Democrats they captured 13 of the 15 municipal offices which were up for election.

Dr. Wiesner had defeated Incum- bent Democrat Robert M. O'Connell, a businessman, in the Democratic primary earlier this year. Wiesner is the former Science Advisor to the late Presi- dency Kennedy.